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LAKE COMO — Four people are currently running for three open seats on the Lake Como Council. 

Councilman Brian Wilton, a Democrat, and newcomers Virginia Kropac, a Democrat, and Gretchen 
Schmidhausler, an Independent, are competing for the two, three-year council seats open. They are the seats of 
Councilman Wilton and Councilwoman Marni McFadden-Lee, who is not seeking re-election. 

Councilman Kevin Higgins, a Democrat, will be running uncontested for the unexpired term of former 
councilman Kevin Lynch’s seat, who resigned from his position because he moved to Wall Township. 
Councilman Higgins was appointed to the council when former Councilman Lynch resigned, and is running for 
the one year unexpired term of his seat, which ends on Dec. 31, 2014. Once the unexpired term is up, 
Councilman Higgins will have to run and be re-elected for a full, three-year term, if he wishes to remain on 
Council.  

The four candidates were given the same two questions and were asked to answer each in 150 words or fewer. 
Their answers appear below, verbatim.  

Q.Over the last several months, Lake Como has found itself in the middle of a dispute between the South 
Monmouth Regional Sewage Authority [SMRSA] and borough residents. The residents question whether 
adding the bypass system— and later moving the pump station — is truly the only alternative for the town. 
What are your opinions on this? Is this the only solution? Or do you think SMRSA and the town should explore 
alternatives? How do you think the borough is handling the SMRSA situation and the complaints of the 
residents? 

A.higgins: The council is completely against moving the pump house to any residential area. We are looking 
into other options like dredging the lake, increasing the banks of the lake on the Lake Como/Belmar side, and 
forming a partnership with Belmar and Spring Lake to coordinate lowering the level of the lake in times of 
imminent flood. If we can make these adjustments then perhaps the relocation of the pump house may not be 
necessary. However, I do believe the installation of a bypass system is not only necessary, but also prudent. 
With the increase in sprawl throughout Monmouth County, particularly Wall and Howell townships, Lake 
Como experiences more run-off than ever before. It is the responsible move to make sure there are redundancies 
to protect all residences of Lake Como from flooding of the current pump house causing tons of raw sewage 
from backing up into homes. 

A.kropac: It is premature to conclude that we know the best solution to the pump station issue at this time. The 
Council should be — and is — exploring alternatives such as dredging the lake and installing a pipe that would 
allow for the lake to be drained, as well as utilizing the dredged soil to build up the banks of the lake. This type 
of solution would be ideal, as it would provide protection for the pump station at its current location and 
eliminate the need to move the station to 1800 Parkway. Initially the borough was following SMRSA’s 
guidance on this project, but once the residents provided feedback that they were unhappy with SMRSA’s 
conclusions, the Council was receptive to their concerns and is working to explore alternate solutions to propose 
to SMRSA. 



A.schmidhausler: The disconnect between our elected officials and Parkway residents is stunning. The dispute 
should not be between SMRSA and homeowners. A governing body represents and advocates for its residents, 
within reason. Last November, the Council created a Parkway committee, yet no “civilians” [i.e. non-borough 
employees] were included. Homeowners, including many long-time summer residents, only learned the 
particulars in July. Lake Como’s SMRSA commissioner now lives in Wall. Where is their representation? 
Apparently we need a bypass system. Is obliterating the mature trees that give this unique street its character the 
best and only solution? It doesn’t appear other alternatives were even considered; the current plan is simply the 
most convenient. I understand you can’t include residents in every decision, but this issue impacts an entire 
neighborhood. Relocating the pump station to the heart of a residential neighborhood is another issue. Let’s 
hope that plan doesn’t come to fruition. 

A.wilton: Lake Como is the only pump station in SMRSA that does not have an emergency bypass which 
allows the system to operate in the event that a pump station fails. Unfortunately, due to the recurrent flooding 
of Lake Como our pump station is in constant danger of failure. If it failed it would result in a severe health 
hazard as raw sewage would back up into our homes and we wouldn’t be able to flush our toilets. Accordingly, 
the creation of the bypass provides an immediate and appropriate solution to this serious problem. However, the 
moving of the pump station is not in consideration for the upcoming SMRSA budget. Therefore, the town is 
expeditiously exploring alternatives to the plan, including the possible dredging of the lake to control flooding. 
We have listened to the residents on these projects and will continue to work on their behalf going forward.  

Q. Over the past years, the borough has been dealing with an application from WRAT radio station in which the 
station wants to move its tower from its current location on Main Street to Behrman Park. Recently WRAT has 
added another application— a planning board application — that would just make improvements to the current 
tower location. There are pros and cons to both applications, which plan would you like to see come to fruition 
and why? 

A.higgins: The last thing I would like to see is an increased height to the existing tower at the WRAT radio 
station. Unfortunately, both the Federal Aviation Administration and Federal Communications Commission 
have approved the radio station’s application to increase the size of the tower. It would be greatly beneficial to 
the entire borough if the tower were to be moved from the corner of 18th Avenue and Main Street to an area of 
the borough next to the railroad tracks. In addition, the move would bring tremendous upgrade to the existing 
adjacent ball field and add another tax ratable for the town. It is a goal of the council to hold the line on taxes 
and this move would help us bring the town towards that goal. 

A.kropac: Relocating the WRAT tower from Main Street to Behrman Park is a difficult decision that does not 
have an easy solution. I sympathize with the residents that will be affected by the change, however moving the 
tower will benefit all residents of Lake Como by reducing our taxes. If the tower is moved, Greater Media has 
also agreed to make improvements to the current Little League field and create a new park that will be twice the 
size of the land they will be using for the tower. In addition, moving the tower into Behrman Park is a less 
conspicuous location than its current location on Main Street, where its presence will have the least impact on 
the aesthetics of the community. 

A.schmidhausler: A tiny residential town is not an appropriate site for a 500-plus foot radio tower. This project 
does not belong in a community park or on our Main Street. I see no pros to either proposal. WRAT has 
outgrown Lake Como; I have heard no definitive reason why it cannot relocate elsewhere. Any financial gain 
will be negated by a decline in property values. I believe the scope of this project will devalue not just the 
surrounding homes, but property values townwide. WRAT says Behrman Park is its preferred location, yet it 
has no legal rights to our parkland. That decision is for Green Acres; an application has not even been 
submitted. The mayor and council are enthusiastic supporters of this questionable project. The governing body 
was elected to represent the interests of its residents, not those of a commercial enterprise. Either plan is bad for 
Lake Como.  



A.wilton: The relocation of the tower to Behrman Park is a better choice than rebuilding it on Main Street as the 
proposed area is more appropriate due to its secluded location. In 2006, in an effort to ensure the stability and 
growth of Main Street, the borough contracted the Rutgers University MBA Consulting Program to conduct a 
redevelopment program study. Not surprisingly, the report identified the WRAT radio tower as a challenge to 
the growth of Lake Como and recommended that the town “explore options of assisting with the movement of 
the structure to a less conspicuous location.” The relocation of the tower to the park clearly meets this goal. In 
addition, as part of the project, Greater Media would also replace the park land being diverted, provide 
approximately $150,000 in needed upgrades to the Little League field and pay yearly lease fees to the borough 
which benefits all our residents.  

	  


